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About This Game

Bug Killers – is a dynamic Top Down shooter where you will need to turn crowds of bugs-mutants into meat. The game has
three modes: Survival, PvP and PvE. Different types of armament will help you to effectively destroy the enemies.
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Increase the level of your character and get new ranks. Compete with other players in the tables of leaderboard. Accomplish the
tasks and get the achievements.

In the survival mode you need to survive maximum number of waves. Each wave will be stronger and replenished with more
powerful types of bugs.

For the effective repulse of the enemies waves, you have in your arsenal additional armament: Turrets, Mines, Grenades.

PvE mode– fights with other players against bugs-mutants. Bugs spawn endlessly. Outcome of the struggle depends on your
skills and equipment.
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In PvP mode players play against each other. Upgrade your character and use location for your own benefit. Time is running
out, only one will win. Don't miss your chance to be the best!
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This game makes me angry. I'm a lesser man for having played it.. The postiv reviews are probably payed for by the dev.. Nice
shooter!

This is a game with a dynamic and quite addictive gameplay with nice graphics.You have one goal is to destroy the bugs-
mutants.

In survival mode you play alone. You are attacked by bugs in waves with increasing complexity. Consumables in the form of
turrets, mines and grenades will help you stay alive longer. With the help of a more powerful gun I think the pumping will go
faster. In multiplayer you shoot bugs and other players. The maps in the game are not large.

This game leaves a very positive impression.. The postiv reviews are probably payed for by the dev.. Yeah... don't get this, it's
not even worth the dollar on sale. Hell, it's not worth it if it's free. This game seems like it's some beginner game dev's partially
completed portfolio project, not actually meant to be played. The positive reviews are 100% definitely bought and paid for by
the dev.

That said, if it got finished it might be fun. As it stands,

Negatives: there's no tutorial, no explanation of how to use the consumables, can't remap joypad buttons or KBM configuration,
only two maps, no story\/motivation to play the game. Also, the jungle pyramid map is 3D but you can only shoot in 2D so...
There's zero depth to this game whatsoever. One map is for PVE and the other for survival. It looks like a game that should be a
top-down shooter tower defense, but that's deceptive, as you must buy such consumables outside of the levels.

Positives: the character power curve would work great if the game was finished, and there's a couple skins you can customize
your character with.

0\/10. Don't buy, don't play. I'm astonished anyone thought this was a completed product and worth money. LOL. The
multiplayer doesn't work.. This game has potential BUT it was never completed...
The multiplayer feature is bugged just like the purpose of the game itself (to kill bugs).
Don't waste your time and\/or money on this game.
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Don't waste your time and\/or money on this game.
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The multiplayer doesn't work.. after telling them there multiplayer doesnt work this still have not fixed it do not buy
this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665its a waste of money and time thanksyou and go \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
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